Potential Centre Street N Configuration

Centre Street N - Centre Running Track at 16th Avenue Station Looking South
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Centre Street N - Centre Running Track at Constrained Section Looking South

Centre Street N - Centre Running Track at Tigerstadt Block Looking South
Disclaimer - Conceptual renderings of potential LRT configuration

Centre Street North
What we're still exploring
We are exploring three different alternatives for Centre Street N.
We will be evaluating these alternatives in order to develop a final
recommendation for Centre Street N.
(See the ''How we are evaluating'' board for more information.)

Alternatives
What we're exploring

Why we're exploring it

Side-running LRT

We are reviewing the
placement of LRT along
the curb side lanes of the
roadway.

This configuration
provides for different
benefits and tradeoffs
between modes of
transportation and
property requirements.

Turn movements

We are reviewing different
options to accommodate
left and right turn
movements onto and
off of Centre Street for
people who drive.

There are a number of
different options for
accommodating turn
movements that have
different tradeoffs and
requirements.

9 Avenue N Station

We are reviewing if a
9 Avenue N Station could
be included as part of the
Green Line project.

We have heard stakeholder
feedback that is both
supportive of and opposed
to a 9 Avenue N Station.
There are benefits and
tradeoffs to this decision.

Centre Street North
What we're still exploring: Side-running
We are exploring having the LRT run along each side of the road. This has
different tradeoffs for access and circulation, property requirements,
LRT operations, project cost, and urban realm opportunities.
The cross section and rendering below provide an example of what the
side-running configuration might look like.
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Working in partnership with
adjacent development,
activation such as outdoor cafe
seating can enhance street life
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�-- Working in partnership
with adjacent landowners,
streetscape improvements
to the building face can be
explored

Centre Street North
What we're still exploring: Turn movements
Access in to and out of the avenues between 7 Avenue N and 15 Avenue N will
change with the introduction of the Green Line at grade. This includes the
reduction of motor vehicles lanes from four lanes down to two lanes in all
alternatives being considered.
We are still exploring how to best accommodate left and right turns on to
and off of Centre Street N. Possible turning arrangements are shown below.
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TURNS PERMITTED AT SIGNALIZED
INTERSECTIONS ONLY

Signalized intersection �
(left turns permitted) �
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TURNS PERMITTED AT SIGNALIZED
A ND UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
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(left turns permitte

REROUTE AFTER ''NO LEFT TURN''

No left turns across �
LRT tracks here
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''RIGHT-LEFT-LEFT'' TURNS

Dependent on the
configuration, left turns
could be made either at
signalized intersections
only or at all intersections
along Centre Street N.

REROUTE BEFORE ''NO LEFT TURN''

No left turns across
LRT tracks here

THREE RIGHT TURNS

Dependent on the
configuration, left turns
across the LRT tracks may
be restricted to only occur
at specific locations.
If this occurs, left turning
movements would be
rerouted as shown.

Left turns may also be
restricted entirely. This would
be considered during rush
hours only or at all hours of
the day.
If this occurs, the movement
can still be made by making
multiple turns as shown.

